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Heterostructures composed of two-dimensional (2D) layered 
materials and three-dimensional (3D) bulk materials that 
have dangling bonds at their surface have generated great 

interest because of the unique functionalities arising from this inte-
gration1. Interfacing 3D and 2D materials, with band alignment 
strongly influenced by the unique nature of each material system, 
enables drastic changes in the electrical, magnetic, optical and ther-
mal properties beyond those of the individual materials2–6. Thus, 
appropriate selection of 3D and 2D materials can allow significant 
modification of their physical structures, resulting in intriguing 
properties and unprecedented device architectures. While con-
structing 2D materials on 3D materials (2D-on-3D) heterostruc-
tures is well established by transfer or van der Waals epitaxy (vdWE) 
techniques, recent progress made on growing single-crystalline 3D 
materials on 2D materials (3D-on-2D) can offer great flexibility for 
the design of mixed heterostructures and push forward the use of 
2D materials in a large range of industrial applications.

In this Review, we summarize 2D-on-3D and 3D-on-2D integra-
tion methods, with particular focus on the advanced growth tech-
niques to achieve high-quality 3D crystals on 2D materials. For 
clarity, when our considerations do not specifically depend on the 
assembly order of the heterostructure, we will refer more generally 
to 3D/2D systems or interfaces. Following suit, we present 3D/2D 
physical coupling phenomena and their applications in various fields, 
which can bring extensive functionality to conventional 3D materi-
als-based device structures. The integration of 2D and 3D materials 
may help implement 2D materials in industrially viable technologies.

Fabrication of 3D/2D heterostructures
Although well-established 2D material transfer or vdWE (epitaxial 
growth that proceeds on a vdW surface) processes have facilitated 
the fabrication and study of 2D-on-3D heterostructures in recent 
years, the realization of 3D-on-2D heterostructures is still at a pre-
mature stage. Reports on vdWE7,8 have also inspired the synthesis 
of strain-relaxed, epitaxial 3D materials on 2D materials with sub-
stantially high lattice mismatch. Still, growing planar single-crys-
talline films of 3D materials remains challenging due to the poor 
wettability of the vdW surface of layered materials and suppressed 
nucleation thereof. This section starts with a survey on the methods 
to form 2D-on-3D heterostructures followed by the mechanisms to 
grow high-quality 3D crystals on layered materials (Fig. 1a).

2D-on-3D fabrication. 2D-on-3D heterostructures have been 
fabricated either by transferring or growing 2D materials on 3D 
materials, in particular with vdWE techniques that secure pristine 
interfaces of 2D-on-3D heterostructures, while substantially relax-
ing lattice-matching rules. The discovery of vdWE came in the 
mid-1980s during the epitaxial growth of Se on Te7,8. In a conven-
tional epitaxy process, dangling bonds are present at the substrate 
surface, leading to chemical bonding of adsorbates. In a vdWE 
process, adsorbates bind to the substrate surface by vdW forces, 
without transferring or sharing of electrons. This enables the for-
mation of heterostructures with large lattice mismatch, resulting 
in highly textured polycrystalline 2D materials on the substrates 
because of high strain energy. Although the synthesis of single-
crystalline, defect-free films is generally desirable to better exploit 
the intrinsic electronic properties of a material, it has been reported 
that the presence of grain boundaries in 2D materials is less detri-
mental to the device performance with respect to polycrystalline 3D 
materials9,10. However, film thickness is a more critical parameter 
for 2D materials because their physical properties can drastically 
change with the number of layers11,12. Precise thickness control is 
in general still extremely challenging. Examples have been reported 
where management of nucleation and coalescence of monolayer 2D 
materials on 3D substrates has allowed the synthesis of transition 
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) with controlled number of layers13. 
Compared to other 2D materials, growth of monolayer graphene 
has been well established. For instance, monolayer epitaxial gra-
phene can be obtained by sublimating Si atoms from SiC wafers 
through self-limiting graphitization process, or by growing mono-
layer graphene on (011) Ge wafers14,15.

While vdWE ensures the formation of pristine 2D-on-3D inter-
faces, many factors such as the type of substrate, precursors, temper-
ature and pressure must be precisely designed to obtain high-quality 
heterostructures. Transfer of 2D materials is not affected by these 
constraints, thus it can be more flexible for the design of 2D-on-3D 
heterostructures; however, the interfaces can be contaminated dur-
ing the transfer process. Early investigations used mechanical trans-
fer of 2D flakes onto 3D substrates by the scotch tape method16. 
While this has been useful to prove the concept of heterostructures, 
this method cannot be used for large-scale manufacturing due to 
limited reproducibility and the limited size of transferred 2D mate-
rials. Later, a more controllable and scalable process was developed 
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by wet transfer of grown 2D materials17–20 (Fig. 1b). In such case, 
thin 2D materials coated with polymer handlers are dipped into wet 
chemical etching solutions to separate them from the catalyst sub-
strates. The freestanding polymer/2D material stack is subsequently 
scooped by the target 3D substrate from the solution and eventu-
ally the polymer handler is chemically dissolved. While the process 
can be scaled up to stack complex heterostructures, the quality of 
2D/3D interfaces deteriorates due to the direct contact of the 2D 
material surface with the wet chemical solution21. Further improve-
ments have been made by adopting a metal-induced quasi-dry 
transfer process, where 2D materials are peeled off from the growth 
substrates using a metal handler in dry environment, and immedi-
ately bonded to the surface of the target 3D substrates22–25 (Fig. 1c).  
As such, metal-induced transfer can ensure the formation of clean 
2D-on-3D interfaces. While the most attractive aspect of these 
transfer techniques is their applicability to a wide range of materials 
without thermal and chemical limitations, process residues such as 
polymers or metals are unavoidable on the surface of 2D materials.

3D-on-2D fabrication. To form high-performance 3D-on-2D het-
erostructures, it is essential to grow high-quality single-crystalline 
3D materials on 2D materials (Fig. 1d). Recently, attempts to use 
vdWE to grow bulk thin film materials on vdW surfaces have been 
reported26–32. However, several challenges remain before vdWE can 
become the mainstream epitaxial process for 3D-on-2D systems. 
First, although vdWE greatly relaxes the requirement of lattice 
matching, the weak interaction between substrate and epilayer can 
cause incommensurate short-range ordering in the epilayer. Current 
studies show that 3D overlayers can nucleate on layered materials 
substrates, but with only partial epilayer–substrate epitaxial align-
ment across the epitaxial films. This leads to a polycrystalline epi-
layer with a textured grain structure. For example, GaAs growth on 
graphene typically results in forming highly oriented polycrystalline 
GaAs films owing to graphene’s weak interactivity33 (see Fig. 2a).  
Second, vdWE of 3D overlayers on 2D substrates tends to form 
rough surfaces29,30 (see Fig. 2b). Due to the absence of reactive dan-
gling bonds at the epitaxial surface, the wettability of 2D substrate 
is relatively poor, leading to the Volmer–Weber growth mode and a 

tendency of cluster formation. In extreme cases, vertical nanowire 
structures can be formed during direct growth of various semicon-
ductor materials on 2D substrates28,34,35.

Considerations must be made to enhance the wettability and 
interactivity on 2D substrate to mitigate these effects. For example, 
a ZnO nanowall buffer layer was deposited prior the GaN growth 
on graphene, achieving a reasonably smooth surface26 (Fig. 2c). 
However, a porous ZnO buffer layer led to in-plane rotation of the 
GaN grains (Fig. 2d)36. More recently, by using a hexagonal boron 
nitride (hBN) substrate together with a highly sticking buffer layer 
such as AlGaN, a perfect single-crystalline GaN with atomically 
smooth surface (Fig. 2e,f) was demonstrated27,31. In this case, two 
crucial conditions are satisfied as the AlGaN buffer enhances wet-
tability and hBN interacts strongly with AlGaN. So far, only hBN 
substrates demonstrated the ability to seed the growth of planar 
3D III–N single-crystalline films27,31; material systems that can be 
grown by vdWE as planar single crystals have been very limited. 
Further innovations in the fundamental understanding and con-
trol of epitaxial growth on 2D material substrates are necessary to 
achieve high-quality 3D-on-2D heterostructures for arbitrary mate-
rial systems.

We now focus in particular on the efforts to grow single-crystal-
line films on graphene. The majority of previous efforts have been 
made on epitaxy of 3D materials on polycrystalline graphene grown 
by chemical vapour deposition and transferred onto SiO2/Si wafers. 
In most of these cases, however, the grown epitaxial layers (such as 
GaAs and GaN) show highly textured out-of-plane polycrystallin-
ity29,33 in contrast with the case where thick hBN/sapphire substrates 
are used27,31. This may be due to a reduced interactivity of graphene 
with adatoms compared to that of hBN. In another experiment, 
graphene transparency to chemical interaction has been proven 
by observing that the wetting angle of water droplets on graphene 
depends on the underlying substrate. Additional hints that sub-
strate properties are able to penetrate one or few layers of graphene 
have been provided by the different growth modes of nanowires on 
various graphene-coated substrates37. Thus, the substrate beneath 
graphene could play a role in determining the epitaxial orienta-
tion. Recently, the remote seeding effect from the substrate through  
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Fig. 1 | 3D/2D structures and fabrication methods. a, Schematics of coupling structures. b, Schematics of representative wet transfer of 2D materials 
using a supporting layer. c, Schematics of representative quasi-dry transfer of 2D materials using a metal supporting layer. d, Schematics of vdWE and 
remote epitaxy.
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graphene has been proven by growing wafer-scale (001) GaAs sin-
gle-crystalline films on one monolayer (ML) graphene-coated (001) 
GaAs wafers25. As shown in Fig. 3a, GaAs atoms in the films are 
aligned to those in the substrate, notwithstanding the gap created by 
1 ML of graphene. This type of epitaxy is defined as remote epitaxy. 
Wafer-scale single-crystallinity is confirmed by electron backscat-
ter diffraction (EBSD) mapping (Fig. 3a). This result also suggests 
that recent successful epitaxy of perfect single-crystalline GaN on 
1 ML epitaxial graphene on 4H–SiC substrates can be attributed 
to remote epitaxy effects38. Later, it was proven that remote epitaxy 
can be applied to grow perfect single-crystalline films of various 
‘compound materials’ on graphene-coated wafers39 (Fig. 3b). Direct 
epitaxial growth through defects in the graphene layer has been 
excluded by demonstrating that the grown epilayers can be peeled 
off and released without damage. While remote epitaxy occurs suc-
cessfully for compound materials, attempting remote epitaxy of 
elemental semiconductors such as Si and Ge resulted in the forma-
tion of polycrystalline films39. In fact, the majority of the area of Ge 
films grown on graphene/Ge wafers is polycrystalline, and substrate 
orientation is reflected in the epitaxial Ge films only when direct 
epitaxy through graphene defects or holes occurs. In this case, this 
shows insufficient potential field penetration from the elemen-
tal semiconductor substrate through graphene39. Through further 
experiments and density functional theory calculations, it has been 
proven that the substrate needs to show ionic bonding properties to 
affect growth through a graphene layer; furthermore, the potential 
field penetration depth increases with increased ionicity of substrate 
materials. As such, critical graphene thicknesses for remote epitaxy 
of GaAs (30% ionicity), GaN (50% ionicity) and LiF (90% ionicity)  
are 1 ML, 2 ML and 3 ML, respectively (Fig. 3c). Such finding  
has strong technical implications because most single-crystalline 
compound films can be grown on graphene on single-crystalline 

substrates if graphene is sufficiently transparent to transmit atomic 
bonding potential of the substrate. Although progress has been done 
in the understanding of the mechanisms underlying this remote  
epitaxial effect, mastering of nucleation and growth are still required 
to obtain perfectly planar films with this method in the future.

Interplay between vdWE and remote epitaxy for 3D-on-2D. Since 
ionicity governs remote epitaxial field penetration through gra-
phene, all compound materials could be grown via remote epitaxy 
as a perfect single-crystalline form. However, perfect transparency 
of remote interaction is not guaranteed in other 2D materials that 
have an ionic character as this can also play a role as an epitaxial 
seed layer39. Some evidence that polarity of 2D materials affects 
nucleation and growth has been reported, with the orientation and 
nucleation density of 3D materials grown on hBN or MoS2 being 
influenced by these materials27,40.

This characteristic can be used to tune the epitaxial mode of 3D 
materials on polar 2D materials by varying the number of monolay-
ers39. For example, 1 ML hBN is not thick enough to screen the field 
from the GaN substrate, hence remote epitaxy can still occur. In 
fact, GaN grown on 1 ML hBN/GaN substrates shows two differ-
ent azimuthal orientations; one follows the orientation of the hBN 
ML and the second is seeded to the GaN substrate (Fig. 3d). Thus, 
both vdWE and remote epitaxy occur simultaneously; in contrast, 
only vdWE occurs when 3 ML hBN interlayer is used, as the sub-
strate potential field is completely screened (Fig. 3d). In the case 
of graphene, the substrate field is well transmitted through 1 ML 
owing to the non-polarity of this material; still, GaN films grown on 
3 ML graphene is polycrystalline, this time due to insufficient seed-
ing effect from the substrate. Some design rules for the realization 
of crystalline 3D-on-2D heterostructures can be inferred by this 
analysis. First, the thickness of 2D materials is crucial to determine 
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Fig. 2 | Van der Waals epitaxy of various materials on 2D materials. a, X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of highly textured, polycrystalline GaAs grown  
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the growth mode (either vdWE or remote epitaxy). Thus, deposit-
ing thick 2D materials on the substrates must be ensured to secure 
the complete vdWE mode, whereas the thickness of 2D materials 
must be minimized to promote remote epitaxy. Second, polarity of 
2D materials must be enhanced to promote vdWE whereas that of 
3D materials must be strengthened to ensure remote epitaxy. It is 
important to mention that the epitaxy mode could be also influ-
enced by the quality of the 2D materials and by the process used to 
deposit them on the 3D substrate. For example, polycrystalline gra-
phene transferred by wet transfer did not show lattice transparency 
and produced a polycrystalline epilayer25. This might be attributed 
to trapped molecules at the interface, which could disrupt atomic 
interactions through graphene; also, polycrystallinity of the 2D 
layer may induce non-uniformity in these atomic interactions.

3D/2D physical coupling and applications
Compared with pure vdW interaction between 2D materials, 3D/2D 
interactions such as ionic-vdW and covalent-vdW interactions can 
have more sophisticated coupling effects and produce unique physi-
cal properties. 2D materials do not present surface dangling bonds 
and hence require no hybridization of atomic orbital across the 
heterostructure interface, alleviating the issue of lattice mismatch 
that commonly limits monolithic heterointegration of 3D material-
based heterostructures. The atom-thick 2D materials are almost 
transparent to externally applied energy such as electrical field, 
electromagnetic wave and chemical interaction. With such features, 
3D/2D heterointegration offers the potential to achieve unprec-
edented device functions. In this section, we give an overview of 
unique 3D/2D coupling and relevant applications.

Electrical coupling. Ultrafast charge transfer (in the order of 
femtoseconds) between weak vdW interfaces—a topic of intense 
research due to its potential impact on electronics—has been 
seen not only between two 2D materials41–43, but also between 2D 
and 3D materials44. A recent demonstration showed that by con-
structing a heterostructure of single-crystalline Ge (110) grown  
on patches of monolayer MoS2 (a top-view scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 4a, and a cross-sectional trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) image in Fig. 4b44), MoS2 
switches its doping type and the Ge becomes virtually doped, 
which is mainly caused by the charge transfer across the inter-
face as revealed by density functional theory calculations. While 
the usual method of doping a semiconductor is to introduce dop-
ant atoms during the crystal growth to provide extra electrons 
or holes, the doping in 2D materials can also be introduced by 
charge transfer from external sources, such as adjunct materials 
or acid/base45,46. This can be applied to other 3D/2D heterostruc-
ture systems for doping modulation that cannot be achieved on 
2D-on-2D or 3D-on-3D systems. Similarly, for the charge-density 
wave (CDW), phase transition was observed in tantalum disul-
fide (TaS2) capped by hBN47,48. The CDW phase transition in TaS2 
occurred at room temperature upon the charge modulation driven 
by graphene-based transistors, which implies that charge trans-
fer in 3D/2D heterostructures could open a new design rule for 
CDW-based oscillators.

3D/2D electrical coupling can actually boost the device per-
formance of heterostructures, with the barrier variable device  
(also called a barrister) being a typical example. One of the first 
demonstrations was achieved by creating an atomically sharp  
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interface between monolayer graphene and hydrogenated Si49. 
A gate electrode modulates the electrostatic potential, thereby 
changing the Schottky barrier between the graphene and Si and 
controlling the charge transport across a three-terminal vertically 
stacked structure. A record on/off ratio of ~105 was demonstrated, 
which is on par with conventional complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor transistors and exceeds the requirements for robust  
logic operations. Moreover, it has scaling advantages over conven-
tional transistors since the channel is formed vertically instead of 
laterally. Recently, gallium oxide (Ga2O3) has been gaining atten-
tion as a promising candidate for power electronics because of 
its high theoretical breakdown field of 8 MV cm−1, but the lat-
eral devices showed much lower performance (~4 MV cm−1). By  
heterogeneously transferring Ga2O3 on top of a monolayer gra-
phene on SiO2/Si back gate, building a vertical structure, a break-
down field of nearly 5.2 MV cm−1 was achieved (schematic of 
the device is shown in Fig. 4c and breakdown characteristics in 
Fig. 4d)50, owing to the fact that the crystal orientation perpen-
dicular to the (100) plane of Ga2O3 is more resistant to electrical  

breakdown compared with the orientation parallel to the (100) 
plane. The β-Ga2O3/graphene device shows barrister-like gate-tun-
able I–V characteristics, with the electrons injected from graphene 
while the back gate can still penetrate the graphene and modulate 
the Ga2O3 channel.

More recently, enhanced photodetection performance has 
also been demonstrated by 3D/2D electrical coupling, in a hybrid 
III–N/2D ultraviolet (UV) photodetector realized by epitaxy of 
GaN on graphene/sapphire substrates (device schematic shown in  
Fig. 4e)51. In this structure, GaN-graphene interface has a built-in 
electric field and the GaN energy bends upwards, creating a barrier 
for electrons and a well into graphene for holes. When UV photons 
are absorbed by the GaN, the electrons are trapped in the GaN and 
the holes are drifted into graphene. This modulates the Fermi-level 
of the graphene, changing its conductivity, which can be probed 
using simple Ti/Au contacts. A high photoresponsivity of 2.5 A W−1 
was achieved for photons of wavelength 340–360 nm and power of 
10 μW cm−2 (Fig. 4f), while typical ZnO-based UV photodetectors 
have a responsivity in the range of ~1 A W−1 (ref. 52).
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All-optical coupling. 3D/2D optical coupling can play a criti-
cal role in improving the performance over 3D or 2D standalone 
optoelectronic devices. Several works already show broadband and 
ultrafast optical tunability of graphene on insulating templates by 
controlling the charge density in graphene53–58. An illustration and 
cross-sectional schematic of a broadband graphene optical modula-
tor integrated with a silicon waveguide is shown in Fig. 5a,b. The 
modulation achieved using a 1.53-μm laser is shown in Fig. 5c. The 
modulation is a consequence of the Fermi-level shift with respect 
to the Dirac point. If the Fermi-level is near the Diract point, inter-
band transition is allowed and absorption is high. However, if the 
Fermi-level is sufficiently below or above the Dirac point, electrons 
are depleted or interband transition is forbidden, respectively, and 
thus absorption is low (as illustrated as insets to Fig. 5c). Despite 
the extraordinary optical tunability of graphene, a large gate bias 
of tens of volts was required for modulation, which is undesirable 
in practical settings54. Sandwiching or inserting graphene inside a 
depletion region of a p–n junction may greatly reduce the voltage 
needed and improve the modulation speed as the process is assisted 
by drift instead of diffusion. Preliminary work on such a structure 
reported an order of magnitude lower voltage for modulating gra-
phene transmittance up to 50% for 1.3-μm light, comparable to 
state-of-the-art electro-absorption modulators58. A simple trans-
mission matrix method simulation predicted that graphene–GaAs–
graphene stacked layers could achieve nearly 100% transmission 

filter at the most critical wavelength of 1.55 μm for optical commu-
nication (detailed structure design in Fig. 5d; simulated reflectivity 
and transmission in Fig. 5f)59, while only about 30% transmission is 
possible without graphene in the structure (Fig. 5e)59. Beyond gra-
phene, it was noted that other 2D materials such as TMDs could 
be useful for optoelectronics combined with inorganic materials 
including Si and GaAs, because of their unique properties such as 
high carrier mobility, stability and flexibility19,20,60.

Thermal coupling. Thermal management is a key issue in device 
performance and reliability for nearly all opto-electrical and elec-
trical devices. Passive cooling at the package level and external 
active cooling, which are commonly used for thermal manage-
ment, are often inefficient and may require extra power. Therefore, 
passive cooling at the device level is a crucial need for applications 
such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), power devices and inte-
grated circuits (IC) that all produce heat through joule heating. 
Conventional methods to reduce heating at the device level mainly 
use an alternative substrate with a higher thermal conductivity 
(such as expensive SiC substrates with thermal conductivity of 
100–350 W m−1 K−1 instead of sapphire substrates with thermal 
conductivity of 30 W m−1 K−1). Single-layer graphene is known to 
have thermal conductivity in the range of 3,000–5,000 Wm−1 K−1 
(refs. 61–68), which is much higher than the bulk graphite limit of 
2,000 W m−1 K−1 and potentially higher than carbon nanotubes 
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(2,000 W m−1 K−1)61. Several groups have attempted to employ it 
as a device-level heat sink by transferring or growing graphene 
near the active area of the device. For example, graphene quilts 
have been demonstrated to reduce the operating temperature of 
AlGaN/GaN high-electron-mobility transistors grown on sapphire 
by up to 70 °C, improving the drain current at high current den-
sities (Fig. 6a,b)66,69. A hot spot test was carried out to prove the 
heat spreading assisted by graphene (Fig. 6c). Similar phenomena 
were reported in graphene-based composites, where the graphene 
is utilized as thermal interface material for heat management in 
high-power-density communication devices70,71. We note that 
TMDs and hBN have a relatively lower thermal conductivity in 
the hundreds of W m−1 K−1 compared with graphene, but are still  
better than conventional heat sinks.

The use of graphene oxide as a heat sink was demonstrated on 
InGaN/GaN LEDs, where graphene oxide was deposited on a pat-
terned sapphire substrate, leaving hole patterns open for lateral 
growth of an InGaN/GaN LED structure (Fig. 6d)67. The junction 
temperature, Tj, decreased by nearly 26% (Fig. 6e). Considering ther-
mal droop is a serious issue for high power LEDs72, using graphene 
as a buffer between the InGaN/GaN and sapphire to allow better 
heat spreading is a viable method for improving the device perfor-
mance at low cost and with almost zero extra power requirement.

Lattice/strain decoupling. For inorganic devices epitaxially grown 
on the rigid substrate, strain is typically unavoidable owing to inher-
ent lattice mismatch between different materials. Strained epitaxial 
device layers can degrade or even stop functioning due to cracking, 
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delamination or dislocating. In even higher mismatch conditions, 
epitaxial growths of device layers are not permitted. This strain cou-
pling can be weakened for thin films grown on flexible vdW sub-
strates, allowing extreme flexibility without adversely affecting their 
physical characteristics. Taking oxide materials, for example (illus-
trated in Fig. 7a73–79), vdWE can successfully suppress the strain in 
the grown films so that their unique properties, such as ferroelec-
tric, ferromagnetic and multiferroic properties, can be preserved. 
For instances, BiFeO3 (BFO)–CoFe2O4 (CFO) nanocomposites 
grown on mica exhibited extremely small change in piezoelectric 
coefficient d33 (pm V−1) and magnetoelectric coupling coefficient 
(mV cm−1 Oe−1) with low bending radius of the mica substrate75 
(Fig. 7b). Similarly, for VO2, negligible change in its resistance was 
observed with a bending radius as low as 5 mm (ref. 77). The CFO 
film grown on mica only showed a maximum of 0.2% strain at a 
curvature of −0.02 mm−1 (Fig. 7c,d). All films presented no signs 
of degradation after nearly 105 cycles of bending, due to the weak 
strain coupling between the film and the substrate74.

Van der Waals coupling. Various wafer-recycling techniques such 
as chemical lift-off80, optical lift-off81 and mechanical lift-off82 have 
been developed in the past few decades. However, none of the exist-
ing methods can offer following advantages simultaneously for sig-
nificantly reducing manufacturing costs: (1) substrate reusability, 
(2) a minimal substrate-refurbishment step after the layer release, 
(3) a fast release rate, and (4) precise control of release thickness. 
2D materials-based layer transfer (2DLT) process has shown great 
potential to meet all the above requirements. Once the perfect sin-
gle-crystalline 3D materials are grown on 2D materials via vdWE 

or remote epitaxy, the epilayers can be released from the 3D/2D 
interface by mechanical exfoliation due to their extremely weak 
vdW coupling. Crack propagation can be precisely guided along 
the interface such that underlying substrates may not be damaged 
during the separation process23,24,37. The substrate can be potentially 
reused infinitively, saving the cost of semiconductor processing. 
The ultrafast mechanical exfoliation of entire 3D films (a few sec-
onds) can also increase throughput of manufacturing processes.

The 2DLT process has been first demonstrated in III–N mate-
rial systems. Wafer-scale GaN/InGaN LEDs were grown on hBN 
via vdWE and entire LED stacks were completely exfoliated from 
hBN31. Later, high-electron-mobility transistors were grown on 
hBN and transferred onto Cu substrates for effective heat dissipa-
tion83. Exfoliated GaN/InGaN structures, which were grown on 
reused epitaxial graphene/SiC substrates, exhibit blue light emis-
sion38 (Fig. 7e). The 2DLT process, which can produce freestanding 
single-crystalline films, will offer great flexibility to design 3D/3D, 
3D/2D, 2D/3D mixed heterostructures for overcoming fundamental 
challenges in conventional 3D heterostructures, and opens up new 
opportunity for next-generation flexible electronics that currently 
have been limited by the selection of flexible functional materials.

Perspective
All modern innovations in electronics had been based on 3D mate-
rial systems until the advent of graphene, the first 2D material, dis-
covered in 2004. 2D materials in heterostructures can be designed 
to operate as an active element or as an interfacial element, enabling 
new architectures in which 3D and 2D materials are physically cou-
pled to each other. In this section, we will discuss future research 
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directions of 3D/2D heterointegrated structures and remaining 
challenges.

Charge transfer from 2D materials to 3D semiconductors via 
electrical coupling, modulating their doping states, permit great 
flexibility in designing semiconductor heterojunctions45. Such 
electrical 3D/2D coupling can enhance doping of semiconductors 
beyond its limit because of solid solubility of dopants. For example, 
it may unlock the way to enhance the p-type doping in GaN, which 
has been a persistent issue for more than a decade84, by appropri-
ate selection of coupling materials. Recent discovery of electrically 
tunable superconductivity in a topological insulator, such as tung-
sten ditelluride (WTe2) with topological phase changing to super-
conducting under electrical stimuli85, suggests another interesting 
direction. Electrical coupling could offer a platform combing super-
conducting and topological phases of matter and forming super-
conducting junctions. Another direction is the modulation of the 
spin–orbit interaction in 2D materials by the electrical 3D/2D cou-
pling as quantum anomalous Hall effect in standalone 2D materials 
has been observed under applied electrical field86.

While most demonstrations of 3D/2D optical coupling have 
been done on graphene/conventional bulk materials, integration 
of TMDs with bulk semiconductors promises great potential to 
enhance this coupling as the refractive index of monolayer TMDs 
can be largely modulated via an applied electric field87. It was 
reported that the imaginary and real part of the refractive index of 
MoS2, WSe2 and WS2 can be tuned by >60% and >20%, respectively, 
under electrical bias. Thus, 3D/2D integration opens the opportu-
nity to design a new functional architecture for advanced optoelec-
tronic applications.

Strain decoupling at 3D/2D interface has great potential to 
enhance the performance of complex functional oxides by elimi-
nating the substrate clamping effect, an inherent bottleneck in 
the field. Remote homoepitaxy of complex oxides and subsequent 
lift-off of the grown films via weak vdW coupling at the interface 
can produce freestanding single-crystalline oxides. Such films can 
be substantially strained to achieve a larger freedom of tuning  
their physical properties, while in conventional pseudomorphic 
epitaxy it is limited by the critical thickness of generating defects 
due to strain energy accumulation. Also, such released functional 
oxide films can be stacked together for potential magnetoelectric 
coupling applications88.

Successful single-crystalline 3D materials grown on 2D mate-
rials, along with rapid mechanical release and transfer of device 
structures, will potentially revolutionize current electronics, optics 
and photonics industries. Remote homoepitaxy of GaN on free-
standing GaN wafers without dislocations can uniquely offer a 
solution for low-cost fabrication of high-performance III–N lasers 
or vertical III–N devices. More excitingly, released ultrathin films 
can be hetero-integrated onto flexible substrates89,90, providing an 
opportunity for inorganic-based flexible electronics outperform-
ing organic ones.

Besides 3D/2D heterostructures discussed so far, there are many 
interesting topics to explore in 3D/2D/3D multi-heterostructures. 
For example, 3D/2D/3D systems with a well-defined periodicity 
can have two moiré patterns in both heterointerfaces, which can 
be tuned via rotation-controllable film transfer techniques91. Novel 
physics has emerged by intentional crystallographic misorientation 
of crystal lattices in 2D/2D systems91–95, such as unconventional 
superconductivity arising from a twisted graphene superlattice in its 
‘magic angle’92,93. At the heterointerfaces, localized phonon–electron 
coupling may present an opportunity of manipulating optical and 
electrical properties in 3D/2D/3D systems.

Precise transfer technique of 2D materials together with sin-
gle-crystalline growth of 3D materials on 2D materials can offer a 
great opportunity to fabricate 3D/2D/3D heterostructured systems 
and discover new physics. 2D materials intercalated between 3D 

material quantum well structures may actively interact with a two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG)96–99, and thus provide high Fermi 
velocity (vF) caused by substantial doping, superior to that achieved 
by external field control100. 3D/2D/3D heterostructures may also 
facilitate localized carriers in atomically thin 2D materials, form-
ing many-body systems such as biexciton and trion, similar to the 
enhanced photoluminescence due to large electron–hole overlap in 
trilayer 2D heterostructures101.

To form various 3D/2D heterostructures proposed above, main-
taining pristine interfaces is crucial via ultraclean transfer or direct 
growth techniques. Up until now, there has been a trade-off between 
obtaining clean interface and achieving large-size samples. Wafer-
scale transfer and heterointegration of monolayer 2D materials have 
been recently demonstrated, taking advantage of interfacial tough-
ness contrast, which showed the possibility of fabricating 2D mate-
rial devices on a large scale102. However, some challenges still remain 
for fully integrating 2D materials into commercial opto-electrical 
and electrical devices. For example, although the dry-transfer tech-
nique using metal films (for example, Ni, Au or Cu) avoid polymer 
residues, nanoscale metal particles may remain, potentially reduc-
ing device reliability and accelerating degradation due to metal par-
ticle migration (causing leakage paths or shorting) when integrated 
with conventional bulk devices. A transfer method without using 
any sort of metal or polymer adhesive layer is desirable. Another 
important aspect that needs to be developed is robust detection of 
nanoscale defects and impurities such as tears, holes and wrinkles of 
2D materials at wafer scale. New or existing methods can be used—
for example, confocal laser scanning was recently reported to non-
destructively probe macroscopic defects of graphene films with a 
quick turnaround time. Additionally, a comprehensive understand-
ing of device performance with respect to defects in 2D materials 
has yet to be explored. Identifying key defects and how they affect 
device performance, as well as a quick robust method of detecting 
such defects, will become increasingly important.

In this Review, we have presented a comprehensive overview of 
methods for forming 3D/2D heterostructures, their applications 
for next-generation integrated systems via physical coupling, and 
remaining challenges in fabrication. Integrating 3D and 2D materi-
als widens the spectrum of building blocks for creating hybrid sys-
tems with unique functionalities and excellent performance. This 
will give a high degree of design and manufacturing freedom to 
research communities and industries.
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